
Four Curious Girls

A Young Philosophers Story Module by Leo Heska

This unit consists of four stories. Each forbids and punishes a girl's* curiosity; each also features other
themes. Suggested here is a plan for 5 discussions: the first 4 about each story's non-curiosity themes,
followed by a 5th session in which all 4 stories are again discussed, this time as a group, focusing on the
central theme:

1. Our Lady's Child
2. Cupid & Psyche
3. Pandora's Box
4. Adam & Eve
5. Overall discussion about the central theme of these stories: a girl's curiosity.

Note that the above order runs from least known to most familiar (for most people, I guess); you may of
course decide to reorder, skip, or add stories.

*One could argue the term "girl" in referring to these 4 female protagonists. The girl in Our Lady's Child (called at first "the girl,"
later, "The Queen") is first 3, then 14, then older (a mother). Yet in this context, her "curiosity event," key and central to the story,
occurs when she is 14; below the age of majority and termed in the story a girl at that time. Hawthorne flatly calls Pandora a girl; so
does Bulfinch's Venus call Psyche a "mortal girl." So for 3 of these 4, the term "girl" is consistent with the terminology used in the
stories themselves, as well as with standard conversational practice now. Eve of course is said to be the first woman, therefore fully
grown at creation - however she is often termed and considered a "young girl," including by devout Christians, due to her naiveté,
innocence, and lack of shame, or modesty. In referring to these protagonists, I call them "girls" because of these precedents; also
because the actual girls (up to 12 years old) in my discussion group, who see themselves (or "self-identify") as girls, identify rather
strongly with "girl" characters.

Story & Discussion 1 of 5: Our Lady's Child

Summary: Our Lady's Child

A poor girl is taken into heaven by Mary from age 3 to 14. Mary gives her keys to 13 doors and tells her
not to open the 13th door. The girl does and gets caught. For disobedience and lying she is cast from
Heaven and struck mute. She miserably suffers from the elements for years on earth. A king rescues, then
marries her. She bears 3 children; each of whom is taken away by Mary because the girl still refuses to
admit or repent that she opened the forbidden door. After her third child disappears she is condemned as a
man-eater. Finally, about to be burned at the stake, she confesses and repents. Mary returns her three
children to her, unties her tongue, and grants her happiness for her whole life.

Guidelines for philosophical discussion: Our Lady's Child

The theme of a girl's curiosity may be discussed in unit 5, in conjunction with the other three stories which
share this theme.

This story brings up the topic of free will. Do we expect a child to have the same level of self-control as a
grownup? Do we expect that children will put the same kind and amount of thought into decisions, or act
more impulsively? If you act impulsively, is that more like "being driven" than doing the driving, that is, the
deciding, the decision-making? What about a child who has no answer to the question "Why did you do it?"
Have you ever felt this way? Has your only answer been something like "I don't know - I just felt like it" or
even "I don't know?" These are kid-related questions; standard philosophical questions regarding free will
may also be asked.

The girl feels very strongly that she does not want to admit what she did. Why? You may point out that in



the Catholic tradition, Mary is considered and portrayed as very loving, compassionate, the very opposite of
punitive or harsh. But was Mary in fact being punitive or harsh? Maybe she was making a simple,
straightforward, factual determination - people who break trust and lie about it, don't belong in heaven.
Why does the girl balk at admitting? From fear of punishment, even though she knows Mary is good, loving,
and compassionate? The girl does feel fear: "Immediately a great fear fell on her. She shut the door
violently, and ran away. Her terror too would not quit her, let her do what she might, and her heart beat
continually, and would not be still" - what is the nature of this fear? Depending on the children in the group,
one of them could possibly bring up the concept that you should "love and fear the Lord;" if so, you will
need to handle this. But otherwise it would probably be better to avoid this concept, focusing instead on a
child's natural resistance to admitting. You may not need a lot of discussion-sparking questions to explore
this topic - it is a very familiar reality to children.

Confession, a related topic, presents itself here. Discuss "getting it off your chest" with the children. How
does this make us feel better? Why? And does it? Some children will have felt the relief that comes from
confessing, or admitting what they did; others may not have. What is the difference? Often it's simple: kids
who got punished after confessing, don't feel relieved that they did. But this is not always the case. You
can ask, for example, "When did you admit something you did, and then you felt better about it after you
admitted it?"

Also related are the topics of repentance and forgiveness. You may point out that repenting is different
from admitting. Repenting means feeling that what you did was bad, and feeling bad about it. Another way
of saying this is, you can admit two things: 1) that you did something, and/or 2) that that thing was wrong
for you to do. Note that this is different from admitting that the thing itself had bad consequences. People
are often willing to forgive, if they feel you truly repent, but not if they think you are "just fine" with what
you did, or are just pretending to repent. Or especially if you make excuses! You may present this quote
from Shakespeare's The Life and Death of King John:

And oftentimes excusing of a fault
Doth make the fault the worse by the excuse

Why is this? The simple answer of course is that if the person feels truly bad, wrong about what they did,
you can expect that next time they are in a similar situation they won't do the same wrong/bad thing.
Given the opportunity, kids will generally offer this explanation. What happens if that does not work? The
offender offends, repents, offends again, repents again, and so on. Is their repentance "true?" Whether it
is or not, should you discount it? The idea here is to explore the connection between a person's emotional
state, their consistency and/or integrity, and their relations to other people. Is this attitude of repentance
and felt guilt a differentiator between a robot and a human? Could the person who repents, act better in
other situations, not just one identical to the situation in which they offended? In other words, could they
end up caring about rules more? About other people?

We may presume that this story is heavily influenced by Catholicism; you can mention this to the children.
You can also mention that in Catholicism, after repentance, and as a condition of forgiveness, a penance is
typically served. You can give examples if you would like (examples include being required to repeat one or
more prayers multiple times, making restitution, and/or doing good works, or performing community
service). The girl spends years in misery ("Thus she sat year after year, and felt the pain and misery of the
world.") Is this her penance? Is this OK for people to do? Most children will have experienced "time out" or
other things that may seem like penance to them. Catholic children may have had to perform formal
Catholic penance. Was this a good thing from their point of view? Is it good from society's point of view?
What could be some of the consequences? Answers may include resentment, a feeling you can buy your
way out of trouble, or actually avoiding the previously-discussed feeling of guilt, repentance. 

Other themes you may explore, surfaced by this story, include whether it is right to keep punishing an adult
for something that they as a child committed, or whether the Queen is still offending by her continued
refusal to repent. Also note the part about "the hard ice of pride melted." It is said that Pride is the
deadliest of the Seven Deadly Sins - does this make sense and why might it be so, from a societal, an
interpersonal, and a spiritual/religious point of view?



Warm-up questions: Our Lady's Child

Standard questions

1. Who has read all of the story?
2. (If some admit to not having read all of it) How much of the story did you read?
3. Who can summarize the story for us? 
4. Does this story have a moral? If so, what is it? Do you agree with it?

Story questions

1. Why did the girl first get taken up to heaven?
2. Does everyone agree that heaven exists? Do they all agree about what it is like? What is it like, or

said to be like?
3. What is the girl's offense?
4. What does she need to do, to stay in heaven?
5. What happens to her once she's cast out?
6. Who saves her?
7. What does it mean to be "stricken dumb" or "mute?" (You may explain these and related terms)
8. After the girl has grown up and become Queen, what happens to her sons?
9. What happens in the end?

Questions for philosophical discussion: Our Lady's Child

Free will

1. What is self-control? 
2. Do we expect a child to have the same level of self-control as a grownup?
3. What is free will?
4. Suppose we say that free will is the ability to make choices independently of any external determining

force.
Is this ever really possible?
Could the girl truly exercise free will?
In the story, only after the "the hard ice of pride" melted was the queen's heart moved. 

Was she really free to decide what to do before this?
Is "too proud" just another way of saying "too stubborn?" Was it still the girl's or the
queen's fault that she acted like she did? Or, if high pride was just part of her nature, was
she being punished just for being what and who she was?

5. One kind of freedom is thought to be a mastery of one's inner life. For example we say that a person
is, or is not, "a slave to his or her own desires," or impulses, or drives.

Do you need to have self-control to have freeedom?
Do you need to have self-control to have free will?
Does more self-control give you more free will?

6. Is conscience the same as self-control? 
How are they related?

7. Have you ever done something without thinking about it first, not for any particular reason?
Is that like something else is or was driving you? Or more like nothing was driving you?
Is this true freedom?

8. Did you ever do something, and then somebody asked you "Why did you do it?" and you did not have
any answer? Is there always an answer?

9. Are we always free to make our own decisions?
What can stop us from doing something we want to do? (Both physical forces, like gates or
walls, and internal or ephemeral factors, like fear of punishment, may be suggested..)

10. Should we always be free to make our own decisions? What if it's a bad thing, that we want to do?

Admitting, confession, repentance, forgiveness



1. Why does the girl not want to admit what she did?
2. Did you ever not want to admit something you did? 

How did that feel?
How big was the offense?
How bad was your punishment, if you were punished?
How strong was your feeling?
Is the only thing that makes a person not want to admit, or confess, the severity of the offense
or the punishment? Or is there something else going on, like you just don't want to admit it? 
What could that be?

3. Quote from the story: "Immediately a great fear fell on her. She shut the door violently, and ran
away. Her terror too would not quit her, let her do what she might, and her heart beat continually,
and would not be still"

What is the nature of this fear?
Have you ever felt it?

4. In the Catholic tradition, Mary is considered and portrayed as very loving, compassionate, the very
opposite of punitive or harsh. 

How was she in this story? Was Mary in fact being punitive or harsh? 
Or maybe she was just quoting the rules - people who break trust and lie about it, don't belong
in heaven?
We speak of "harsh truths" or "harsh realities." If you voice a harsh truth, or tell about a harsh
reality, does that make you harsh?

5. Have you heard the phrase "getting it off your chest?"
What does that mean?
Does this make us feel better?
How?

6. When did you admit something you did, and then you felt better about it after you admitted it?

Repenting is different from admitting. Admitting just means truthfully saying you did a thing. Repenting
means admitting also that what you did was bad, and feeling bad about it. So:

An example of admitting: "I did that thing." 
An example of repenting "I did that thing, and I was wrong to do it, and I am sorry I did it."

Apologizing is similar to repenting, for example:

"I did that thing to you, and I am sorry that I did."

Note that apologizing and repenting are both different from saying:

"I did that thing, and there were bad consequences."
"I did that thing, and there were bad consequences, and people were upset about it."
"I did that thing, and there were bad consequences, and people were upset about it, and I regret that
they feel upset about it."

These are just fancier forms of admittance; they are not repentance or apology. 

People are often willing to forgive, if they feel you truly repent or apologize, but not if they think you are
"just fine" with what you did, or are just pretending to repent or apologize. 

7. Why is this?
8. Has anyone ever made you apologize? How did that feel? Was it easy?

People hate it when they expect an apology, or for you to repent, but you make excuses. Like Shakespeare
says in The Life and Death of King John:

And oftentimes excusing of a fault
Doth make the fault the worse by the excuse



9. Why is this?
10. Sometimes a person apologizes, or says they repent, and then after a while commits the same

offense. Sometimes this happens three or four times. 
What do you think, and how do you feel, about this?

11. Is there a reason for apology or repentance, besides just seeing the offender be uncomfortable?
12. What if they apologize or repent but don't seem uncomfortable at all? Just happy and casual?

This story is either a Catholic story or very heavily influenced by the Catholic church. In Catholicism, after
repentance, and as a condition of forgiveness, a penance is typically served. For example, a person who
repents has to say some prayers multiple times, or pay back if they stole something, or do good works, for
example helping serve meals to the poor. In this story, the girl spends years in misery - "Thus she sat year
after year, and felt the pain and misery of the world."

13. Is this her penance? 
14. Is this OK for people to do? 
15. Is it OK for the Virgin Mary to do?
16. Have you ever had the kind of "time out" that felt like a punishment? 

How did that feel?
Do you think that was a good thing, for your family?
Do you think it was a good thing for society?

17. Why do you think parents might do that to their children?
18. After the girl grows up and becomes queen, she still refuses to admit what she did.

Her offense happened when she was just a girl; now she's a lady, a queen in fact. Is it fair to
keep punishing her even though she is grown up now?
Does she continue to offend, because she keeps not admitting?

19. At the very end of the story, the fire that is supposed to burn the queen up instead warms her, so
that "the hard ice of pride melted." It is said that Pride is the deadliest of the Seven Deadly Sins.

Does this make sense?
What might this mean and why might it be so?

20. Consider for a moment the possibility that pride really is a sin.
How does this matter to you, with your friends and family.
How might this matter to society?
How might this matter in religion?

Story & Discussion 2 of 5: Cupid & Psyche

Summary: Cupid & Psyche

Psyche, a mortal, is so beautiful that she rivals Venus herself, who is offended and indignant. Venus
commands her son Cupid to punish Psyche. He loads his arrows and goes to comply, but falls in love with
Psyche and also messes up - giving her drops of both sweet and bitter fortune. As a result Psyche is too
beautiful for mortal men and remains unwed. An oracle says Psyche is fated to wed a monster on a
mountain top and she goes to comply. Her husband comes to her only at night, in the dark, and forbids her
to light a light so that she may see him. She defies him, lights a lamp while he is sleeping, and sees that
she is married to Cupid, who is beautiful. He wakes up and punishes her by leaving forever. 

Psyche appeals to Venus to return Cupid to her. Venus issues three challenges; Psyche meets the first two.
The third challenge involves retrieving a box of beauty, which Venus forbids Psyche to open. She disobeys
and does anyway. She is punished by being put into a deep sleep. Cupid escapes his mom Venus and
rescues Psyche. Jupiter intervenes with Venus; Psyche is made immortal, marries Cupid, and they live
happily ever after. They have a daughter together named Pleasure.

Guidelines for philosophical discussion: Cupid & Psyche

The theme of a girl's curiosity may be discussed in unit 5, in conjunction with the other three stories which



share this theme.

The first thing you may run in to, is that some children may know of Cupid as the fat cute little cherub who
decorates Valentine's day cards. You may discuss this, and its contrast to how Cupid is portrayed in this
fable, during the warm-up question period (since this is really a literary, not a philosophical topic). Also
there are mythical and religious topics you may address, being careful of parental sensibilities and
sensitivities.

One theme is the violation of trust, for example when Psyche peeps at Cupid. He ordered her to do
something; this was not a mutual agreement. Should he count on her doing as he commands? Can you
really trust someone when what they said they would do, is something you made them do? What if they
never actually said "OK, I will do as you say?" Psyche never does actually promise to do as Cupid asks.
Children often place huge significance on the words "I promise." Psyche did not ever say that. Does that
matter?

Another theme is power, and the gods acting in league. Psyche tidies up Ceres' temple, which pleases
Ceres. Psyche asks for Ceres' help, and Ceres is willing, but as a goddess, Ceres is prohibited from going
against a fellow goddess when it comes to dealing with mortals. Why is this? Why do the gods need to act
in league, not opposing one another?

You may want to mention how Zeus explains and commands this, in the Iliad. At one point, Ares, on the
side of the Trojans, is helping them drive the Greeks before them, basically, wiping them out and defeating
them. But Hera and Athené love the Greeks. So Athené joins the battle and helps the mortal Diomed, who
says he has already wounded Venus (named Aphrodite by the Greeks) and then says:

"And now I see Ares rushing to and fro through the battle, and I do not dare to go against him."

Then said Athené: "Do not be afraid of Ares. I will come with you, and you shall wound him with
your spear, and drive him away from the battle."

Then she pushed Diomed's charioteer with her hand, but the man did not see who it was that
pushed him. And when he jumped down from the chariot she took his place, and caught the
reins in her hand, and lashed the horses. Straight at Ares she drove, where he was standing by
a Greek whom he had killed. Now Athené had put on her head the helmet of Hades, that is to
say, of the god who rules the dead; Ares did not see her, for no one who wears the helmet can
[77] be seen. And he rushed at Diomed, thinking to kill him, and threw his spear with all his
might. But Athené put out her hand and turned the spear aside, so that it flew through the air
and hurt no one. Then Diomed thrust his spear at Ares, and Athené leant all her weight upon it,
so that it pierced the god just below the girdle. And when Ares felt the spear, he shouted with
the pain as loud as an army of ten thousand men shouts when it goes forth to battle. And
Diomed saw him rise up to the sky as a thunder-cloud arises.

And this was the greatest of the deeds of Diomed, that he wounded Ares, the god of war, and
drove him out of the battle.

But when Zeus sees all this, and other incidents of gods fighting each other on the mortals' plain of battle,
wounding each other and drawing blood, he calls all the gods and goddesses together and scolds them,
and forbids them to take sides with mortals. For, he says, once gods and mortals start wounding each
other and fighting amongst each other, how are the gods any better than the mortals? Are they not just
dragging themselves down to the mortals' level? Surely they can see how by this sort of behavior the gods
make themselves more like mortals; even sort of turning themselves into mortals. The end and the
implication are clear (start acting like them and you will become them, or just like them) and rather than let
them keep this sort of thing up, Zeus tells them to knock it off, and help neither Trojan nor Greek:

and mark this: if any god or goddess dares to do so I will throw him down from here into the
outer darkness, and there he shall learn that I am lord in heaven. Does any one of you think
that I am not stronger than you, yes than all of you put together? Well, let it be put to the trial.



Let down a golden chain from heaven to earth, and take hold of it all of you, and see whether
you can drag me from the throne. You cannot do it, not though you pull with all your might. But
if I should choose to put out all my strength, I could lift you up, and the earth and the sea with
you, and fasten the chain round one of the peaks of this mountain Olympus here, and leave you
hanging in the air." 

So did Zeus speak, and all the gods sat saying nothing, for they were terribly afraid.

Cupid and Psyche surfaces other themes that could be explored, such as "the Hero(ine) and the Quest."
But, there are many stories of "the quest" so it could be better to address that them in another unit. Also,
the theme of the Hero(ine) and the Quest is primarily literary, and only secondarily philosophical. 

Warm-up questions: Cupid & Psyche

Standard questions

1. Who has read all of the story?
2. (If some admit to not having read all of it) How much of the story did you read?
3. Who can summarize the story for us? 
4. Does this story have a moral? If so, what is it? Do you agree with it?

Story questions

1. Have you ever heard of Cupid before you read this story? What did you think Cupid was like?
2. Did you ever see pictures of Cupid, maybe on Valentine's day cards? 

Was he drawn as a cute, fat little baby with a baby's toy bow and arrow, with cute little red
hearts all around him?
How did you feel about Cupid before?

3. In this story, Cupid is a strong, vigorous young man, old enough to fall in love with a beautiful young
woman, old enough to defy his mother, Venus, a powerful goddess whom others fear. In fact he is a
god himself. 

Does this change how you think of Cupid?
How do you feel about Cupid now?
Why do you think Cupid is so often shown as a fat little harmless baby, instead of a strong god
or man of power?
Do you think somebody has been fooling you all along?
Do you think you could convince any of your friends, who have not read this story, that Cupid is
really a powerful, manly god?
People used to believe in these gods (like Cupid and Venus) 

4. There is a line in the story that begins: "Psyche, henceforth frowned upon by Venus..."
What does that mean? What does the word "henceforth" mean?
Is it hard for you, to read this older, higher style of English?
What do you do when you come to hard parts?

Can you kind of figure them out on your own?
Do you ask your mom or dad or someone else for help?

5. After the story, Thomas Bulfinch, the man who translated it from Greek, says some things about the
story, and quotes from 4 different poems written about Cupid and Psyche.

Did you read any of that?
Did you understand any of that?
Did you get anyone to read you those poems aloud?
Do you like that kind of old poetry?

6. At the end of this story, Cupid convinces Jupiter to turn Psyche, a mortal, into a goddess. 
[If you, children, and parents are comfortable with a discussion along the following lines]
Have you ever heard of any other living, breathing humans getting taken up into heaven?
[Possible answers: Jesus, Mary, Elijah, Enoch (son of Jared, father of Methuselah, great-
grandfather of Noah); Hercules, Apollonius (of Tyana); Yudhishthira (of the Mahabharata,



Hindu); Muhammad (though he did not stay); Peshotanu (Zoroastrian); Serach daughter of
Asher, Eliezer servant of Abraham, Hiram, king of Tyre, Ebed-Melech the Ethiopian, Jaabez son
of Rabbi Yehudah ha-Nasi, Bithiah daughter of Pharaoh (Jewish, Midrash); Sir Francis Bacon and
other Ascended Masters.]
This story was written down right around the same time the New Testament was being written
down. Do you suppose that people back then had different ideas about going to heaven?  

Venus is the goddess of love, beauty, procreation, fertility and prosperity. Cupid, her son, is the god of
romantic love, desire, attraction, and affection. So you can see that he is the god of just a portion of his
mom's things. "Psyche" is sometimes translated as "soul" but the Greeks meant a different thing than we
do, by that word. A more modern translation of "Pscyhe" is "mind," so for example, "psychology" means
and is "the study of the mind."  We still use the word psyche when we want a more powerful word than
mind. For example I might say "This group is good not just for a child's cognitive mind, but for her whole
psyche." Meaning, her thinking mind, her feelings, her desires and emotions, her perceptions, and so on;
all in one word.

So:

Cupid is god of romantic love, desire, attraction, and affection. In other words, "heart" stuff.
Psyche is goddess of mind (but "big mind" as above).
After Jupiter makes Psyche immortal, she marries Cupid and together they have a daughter.

7. What is their daughter's name?
Does that mean anything, that you marry heart and mind, and get pleasure as a result?

Questions for philosophical discussion: Cupid & Psyche

Fate, interpretation of destiny, epistemology

The oracle of Apollo says that Psyche "is destined for the bride of no mortal lover. Her future husband
awaits her on the top of the mountain. He is a monster whom neither gods nor men can resist."

1. Greek words don't always translate perfectly into English. Do you suppose that when the oracle said
the word we read as "monster," that may have meant something else?

What could that be? 
2. Do you think that maybe the oracle had once been disappointed in love, and therefore thought that

love itself was or is "monstrous" or "terrible?"
3. Recall that the oracle was an oracle of Apollo, a different god than Venus. Could Apollo or Apollo's

oracle just think that love is monstrous or terrible because love belongs to a different god and they
are rivals? Or have different ideas about what is good or important?

4. The word "terrible" is like the word "awful" and the word "awful," not so very long ago, meant the
same as "awesome." Like "full of "awe." People would write about "an awful glacier." Mark Twain uses
the word "awful" this way. Can you understand how something like love could be "terribly good?" Just
like we say "awfully good?"

How would that change the meaning of this story?
5. Oracles talk in riddles sometimes. 

Was Psyche happy or sad, once she got to Cupid's palace and married him?
Was the oracle wrong?

6. Psyche and her family go along with the Oracle's prophecy. 
What if she or they had resisted instead?

Psyche was happy with her husband, even though she could not see him. But, her sisters worked on her,
taking advantage of her curiosity, and sowed doubt, insisting to her that she must have been married to a
"terrible and monstrous serpent." She came to believe that they might be right and even prepared to do as
they told her, and kill her husband.

7. Were her sisters right in how they interpreted what the oracle said?



8. Has anyone ever misinterpreted something you said?
9. Have you ever understood someone incorrectly? Thought they meant one thing but really they meant

something else?
Were they lying, or trying to trick or fool you?

The second sentence of the story, describing Psyche, says that "the beauty of the youngest was so
wonderful that the poverty of language is unable to express its due praise."

10. Can language express everything?
11. If something is more beautiful than anything you ever experienced, can you truly understand what the

speaker is saying when they say something like "unsurpassingly beautiful?" or "most beautiful ever?"
12. What about if something is more beautiful than anything you ever imagined, not just experienced? In

that case, can you truly understand descriptions like "unsurpassingly beautiful?" or "most beautiful
ever?"

13. How well can you really understand something that someone describes, that you have never yourself
seen, felt, smelled, tasted, experienced?

14. Describe the tastes of these sets of things, and their differences:
1. Cabbage and lettuce.
2. Asparagus, brussels sprouts, and broccoli.
3. Cotton candy and pineapple.
4. Corn tortillas and white bread.

15. You may know that there are some very sad cases of children who have never been loved, such as
children who grew up in orphanages where everyone was mean, or somehow otherwise grew up
without parents nor anyone else to love them. Suppose you met such a child your own age.

1. Could you describe to such a child what love is?
2. Would you just have to show them? For example by being nice to them and caring?

16. You know that a mother's love for her baby is a special kind of love. So is a dad's love for his baby.
1. Can a child truly understand this kind of love?
2. Children sometimes play with dolls, pretending that the dolls are their babies and that they are

parents. Do you think they are feeling the same feelings?

Nature of love, bias

1. Cupid used two different magical "waters" from Venus' garden; one sweet, one bitter.
What did the sweet waters do?
What did the bitter waters do?
Is love always wonderful? Are lovers always happy, all the time?
Have you ever felt like you loved someone but then it went bad, something bad happened?
[Though you need to use caution here, this is possible - children do get "crushes" and are
sometimes then disappointed.]
Or, did this ever happen to anyone you know?

2. What does it signify, when Cupid pricks himself with his own arrow?
3. In other languages, "prick" can mean a "pushing out," or a penetrating of curiosity.

Does Cupid get curious?
Does Psyche get curious?

4. Cupid had already told Psyche "all I ask of you is to love me. I would rather you would love me as an
equal than adore me as a god."

Does this make sense? Can you understand why and how Cupid might feel this way?
Could the gods be lonely?
Could the gods be bored?
Could the gods be missing something else that humans naturally have, that we don't even
realize we have? (Thinking passion, passionate desire)

5. Venus gets jealous when men start to worship Psyche's beauty. Why?
Venus is a goddess; Psyche at the beginning of the story is mortal. Why doesn't Venus just wait
until Psyche dies?

6. Speaking of Psyche, "The fame of her beauty was so great that strangers from neighboring countries
came in crowds to enjoy the sight, and looked on her with amazement, paying her that homage which



is due only to Venus herself." [You may need to define "homage" here]
We say "pay homage" kind of like we say "pay attention." Is homage really something you can
pay, like paying money? 
How does this payment work, if no physical thing changes hands?
Nowadays when we pay money, very often no physical thing changes hands. Would homage to
great beauty be like that?
Do you think that Psyche wanted or needed homage? 

7. Men aren't offering offerings to Venus at her temples any more. 
Do you think she really needs these offerings?
Or likes them?

8. Some children's books about the Greek gods say that "now the gods are no more" since no one
believes in them any longer. 

Could this be true?
Could it be that the gods depend on people worshiping them, or paying them homage, in order
to exist?
What would happen to a god once the last person who believed in the god died, or stopped
believing in them?

9. Suppose that Venus would still exist if no one paid homage to her beauty. How would her life be
different?

10. Venus was the goddess of beauty and love. Yet when men start to worship Psyche's beauty she feels
actually injured. She commands Cupid to "give thy mother a revenge as sweet as her injuries are
great."

What kind of injury is this?
Who is doing the injuring?
Is this the same as what we mean when we say "hurt feelings?"

11. The ancient Greeks had different ideas about gods than we do but they were not stupid.
When Venus feels actually injured, to the point where she desires and orders revenge and
injury, is this just a statement of how love really is? 
If somebody takes away love, is that an actual hurt?
Is this how real people really act when hurt in love? Vengeful?

12. William Congreve wrote that "Heaven has no rage like love to hatred turned, Nor hell a fury like a
woman scorned." Sometimes people shorten this and say "Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned."
(Also sometimes people think that it was Shakespeare who wrote this, but it was really Congreve.)

Could the Greeks, in this story, have just been saying the same thing? Describing the true nature
of love, or a woman's love once she feels she has been scorned?
Have you ever seen or known anyone who felt scorned in love, either in literature or movies, or
in real life? How did they act?

13. If somebody takes away adoration or appreciation, is that an actual offense?
Is there such a thing as "dutiful respect" or "dutiful veneration?"
Should you be punished if you don't respect or venerate whatever or whomever it is?
What if you just disagree? What if you think that Psyche is in fact more beautiful than Venus?

Violation of trust, the nature and limits of power

1. When Psyche lights a lamp and peeps at Cupid, she is doing what he told her not to do. But this was
something he forbade her; not something she herself promised not to do.

Is she violating a trust?
Should Cupid "trust" her not to peek?
Should he count on her doing as he commands?
If she disobeys, should he feel sad, or mad?

2. Can you really trust someone to do a thing that you are making them do?
3. What if they never actually said they would do it? Like "OK, I will do as you say?"
4. What if they never say "I promise?" 

Is that different?
When somebody says those words to you, "I promise," is that special? Different? More
powerful?

Can you trust it and them more?



Should you? 
5. Psyche acts like she has a mind of her own, and follows her own desire, exercises her own will.

Will people always do that when they can get away with it?
6. Psyche was very happy with her invisible husband but still curious to know what he was. He did not

want to tell her, because he did not want her to know he was a god. One way to convince someone
you are right, or to do as you want them to, is to explain the situation to them and get them to see it
your way, to agree with you. But Cupid could not explain, because then she would know he was a
god and maybe worship him instead of loving him.

Is it possible to convince someone in case you can't tell them the whole truth?
Could you convince them by saying "trust me?"
Could you convince them in other ways?
How well would that work and for how long?

Gods in league; acting in concert

1. Psyche tidies up Ceres' temple, which pleases Ceres. Psyche asks for Ceres' help, and Ceres is willing,
but as a goddess, Ceres is prohibited from going against a fellow goddess (Venus) when it comes to
dealing with mortals.

Why might this be? Just because the gods are in the same club? Or could there be a good
reason?

[Refer here, if you wish, to the reading included in the Guidelines for Philosophical Discussion. Perhaps
assign the reading before beginning this discussion.]

Story & Discussion 3 of 5: Pandora's Box

Summary: Pandora's Box

Though this is not mentioned in the version of the story we use (by Nathaniel Hawthorne), in classical
Greek mythology, Pandora was the first woman on Earth. Zeus ordered Hephaestus to create her, Athena
clothed her, Aphrodite gave her beauty, Apollo gave her musical ability, and Hermes gave her speech.

In our version she "was sent" from a far country to be Epimetheus' playmate; the sender remains
unnamed. Epimetheus and Pandora live in a paradise and never quarrel, no Troubles exist, nor presumably
any bad emotions ever felt. Finally, though, Pandora's curiosity does grow into vexation, and then
Epimetheus becomes "very tired" of this, and horrified at Pandora's suggestion to open the box.

Finally Pandora, exercising great ingenuity in untying a knot that fastens the box shut, opens it, letting out
the "whole family of earthly Troubles." And after they all emerge, the final spirit or entity that comes out of
the box, is Hope.

Guidelines for philosophical discussion: Pandora's Box

The theme of a girl's curiosity may be discussed in unit 5, in conjunction with the other three stories which
share this theme.

Epistemology

The other main theme, besides a girl's curiosity, is "hope" as an ameliorating or saving grace; also trusting
in hope. What does it mean, to trust in hope? Hope of what? That things will just somehow get better? Or
that the Troubles won't strike you or anyone you love, know, care about? Is Hope the same as knowledge?
Or lack of knowledge? Or a deliberate disregarding of the knowledge of our troubles, or perhaps just a re-
focusing of our attention away from them?

The ancient Greeks, who lived in the days of fable and myth, were pre-scientific. So, they did not have our



conception of progress; their world was basically static, and their world view, fatalistic. Yet that same
culture produced the people who created the concepts of science and knowledge that are directly
responsible for progress and our conception of it, and the discovery of alternatives to fatalism, and for our
concomitant wiping out of many of those very Troubles mentioned. 

Which Troubles have we not wiped out and is there Hope for them (or for us) in those cases?  Themes of
social and political philosophy may be explored. For example, could a solution to war be wiping out
everyone who believes in war? If you try this doesn't it make you warlike and therefore just magnify or
continue the pattern? Could you be the last warlike person? Could a country or society be like that, do that?

Ethics

The theme of curiosity, I suggest saving for later, however, Hawthorne's statement "to be sure, it was an
uncommonly naughty thing for her to do" may be examined. Was it really? Had she promised anyone? Was
she under any kind of moral obligation just because Epimetheus said to her "you must be kind enough not
to ask any questions about it?" Was she obliged to do as Epimetheus requested, so as to avoid vexing him?
Are we in general obliged to not vex others? When? In what circumstances? What might be the limits? Is it
up to others to just deal with their vexation - we owe them no obligation in this?

Hedonist ethics state that good and bad consist ultimately in pleasure and pain; some hedonists advocate
that we should first seek to avoid suffering. We can do this by pursuing pleasure, and/or by avoiding
things, people, situations that cause suffering. Does this work? Hedonists also advocate building our
strength, including our strength of character, cultivating the personal virtue or quality called ataraxia, a sort
of strong tranquility, that frees us from an overly strong worrisome pursuit of ephemeral pleasure, also from
the constant struggle (which must eventually fail) to avoid ephemeral pain.

Stoics on the other hand advocate a similar, but different attitude called apatheia, a kind of indifference to
it all. 

Hawthorne says "the little people of the earth were so unaccustomed to vexations, in those happy days,
that they knew not how to deal with them. Thus, a small vexation made as much disturbance then, as a far
bigger one would in our own times." This is an example of how you might think or feel that something is
really irritating or bad, but when you find out what worse stuff there is, you adjust your ideas. Is it true
that people grow stronger after we encounter difficulties or Troubles? Does a small child feel as badly about
not getting a lollipop as a grownup does about not getting a car? Maybe the child feels even more strongly,
to judge by their reactions. Does the strength of a person's feeling mean that their sufferings are as great?
If their suffering as it is felt to them is as great? 

Epistemology, Metaphysics, Ontology

Is it really the nature of the world, to have Troubles in it? Was the world in which Epimetheus and Pandora
lived "the real world?" What might this mean? When people say "the real world" they generally mean, the
world complete with its troubles, challenges, difficulties. Is this true? Can a world where problems are all
solved be real? Sustainable?

Did they really live in a world without Troubles? They did experience vexation, and this grew more intense
as the story went on. 

Suppose that they thought they lived in a world without Troubles, but they did not. Is that a good thing?
Consider the expression "Ignorance is bliss." "Ignorance" implies "to ignore" but they were not ignoring.
Should they have? Would that have worked? Would it have even be possible or was Pandora's curiosity
fated to grow so strong that she would end up doing what she did?

It appears that the children and the flowers were, before the box was opened, immortal. So that implies
that Death, or Troubles that when combined and let loose, add up to death or create it, was one of the
things in the box. After it was opened, things began to age, to wilt, and eventually to die. Was this bad?
Do people want to grow up? Become grown-ups? Have babies? Children can't do that, you have to be a



grownup. If nobody died the whole earth would fill up and there would be no more room. Would that be
good

Warm-up questions: Pandora's Box

Standard questions

1. Who has read all of the story?
2. (If some admit to not having read all of it) How much of the story did you read?
3. Who can summarize the story for us? 
4. Does this story have a moral? If so, what is it? Do you agree with it?

Story questions

1. Who was Epimetheus?
2. Why was Pandora sent to him?
3. What was the world like at that time?
4. What were some of the Troubles Pandora let out into the world? [Passions, Cares, Sorrows, Diseases,

Naughtiness]
5. Was Pandora naughty?
6. Did Pandora's naughtiness bring naughtiness into the world?
7. Pandora was vexed by not knowing what was in the box. What does "vexed" mean?
8. Epimetheus "had grown extremely tired" of the subject, that Pandora kept being curious about - what

was in the box, and he gets vexed himself.
Could the story be telling us that Epimetheus' and Pandora's vexation cause them to ruin
paradise?
Have you ever ruined a fun time or a good thing with a bad mood or bad behavior? [You might
not get many examples]
Have you ever known anyone else to do so? [You might get very many examples]

9. Epimetheus tells Pandora that the figure who brought the box had a winged cap. Who knows the
name of the Greek god who wears such a cap? [Hermes - this answer is not contained in the story.]

10. Pandora says the figure's name was Quicksilver. Quicksilver is another word, an older word, for a
metal, an element. Which one? [mercury - this answer is not contained in the story.]

[Optional - read this (adapted from Wikipedia): Hermes is a god of transitions and boundaries. He is quick
and cunning, and moves freely between the worlds of the mortal and divine, as emissary and messenger of
the gods, intercessor between mortals and the divine, and conductor of souls into the afterlife. He is
protector and patron of travelers, herdsmen, thieves, orators and wit, literature and poets, athletics and
sports, invention and trade. In some myths he is a trickster, and outwits other gods for his own satisfaction
or the sake of humankind. His attributes and symbols include the the rooster and the tortoise, purse or
pouch, winged sandals, winged cap, and his main symbol is the herald's staff, the Greek kerykeion or Latin
caduceus which consisted of two snakes wrapped around a winged staff.]

Questions for philosophical discussion: Pandora's Box

Epistemology

1. What is hope?
2. What does it mean, to trust in hope? 
3. Hope of what? 

That things will just somehow get better, by themselves, without you doing or able to do
anything?
Or that the Troubles won't strike you or anyone you love, know, care about? 
Or that you will acquire strength, ability, or information, so you can conquer, ameliorate, or
alleviate your Troubles?

4. Is hope the same as knowledge? Or is hope a lack of knowledge? 



5. Is hope a deliberate disregarding of the knowledge of our troubles, or perhaps just a re-focusing of
our attention away from them?

6. Is hope an ameliorating or saving grace?
7. What could it mean, to "trust in hope?"
8. Does "trust in hope" mean the same as "trust in the future?"

If that is so, does it make sense, since we suppose the future might contain bad events?
9. Is hope just another word for patience?

10. What other things might be related to, or versions of hope? What might hope be a component of and
what might be components of hope?

The ancient Greeks, who lived in the days of fable and myth, were pre-scientific. So, they did not have our
conception of progress; their world was basically static, and their world view, fatalistic. They believed in
forces and spirits and gods that governed what happened in the world and in people's real, day-to-day
lives. The famous Greek myths, still today far more compelling to us than any others from any other
culture, are all about this.

Yet those same people, that same culture, produced the people who created the concepts of science and
knowledge that are now our cultural heritage. For example it is commonly said that Aristotle (with his
emphasis on collecting evidence, categorization, analysis, and theory) invented science. These concepts and
this way of thinking has been directly responsible for progress and our conception of it, and the discovery
of alternatives to fatalism, and for our concomitant wiping out of many of those very Troubles mentioned. 

11. You could easily say, or plausibly make the claim, that to pursue science using the scientific method is
the opposite of hoping. Instead of fatalistically just waiting and hoping for events to maybe "work
out," instead you slowly, systematically, and determinedly work your way to knowledge, which may or
may not bear fruit.

1. Is this really the opposite of hoping? Or just a different kind of hope, since scientists hope to
learn things?

2. If this is a kind of "active hoping," give us some examples of other "active hoping" you think
people do, or that you have done.

3. What if the scientific inquiry results in information or a conclusion opposite to what was hoped
for?

12. Have you ever said "I hope I'm right?" What did you mean by this?
13. Have you ever said "I hope I'm wrong?" What did you mean by this?
14. Have we wiped out any Troubles? 

Which ones?
Completely, forever, and everywhere? Or only in certain times & places?

15. Are there Troubles we have not wiped out?
16. Are there Troubles we can never wipe out?

Are there Troubles that are just part of human nature?
If so, could human nature be changed in such a way that the Troubles might go away?
Are there Troubles that are just part of the way the world works?

17. Is it possible to wipe out war without convincing every single person on earth, including all those who
will ever be born, not to make war?

18. Could it be that the only way to finally eliminate war, would be to kill everyone who is willing to make
war?

19. If you did that would you not be making yourself into exactly what you are trying to wipe out? That
is, a mass-murderer?

20. How else might you be able to wipe out war?
21. Are people always rational when they commit warlike or war-provoking acts?
22. If war is to some extent irrational, does ending war mean having to make everyone completely

rational?
23. Would you like being completely rational all the time? 

What would this be like?
Would this mean you could never just goof off, goof around, say goofy things?

24. Should there be a "safe zone" in which you can just say whatever you want, possibly even including
horrific or terrible things? Just so you can explore?



25. What would happen if things you said inside this "safe zone of discussion" ever got repeated outside
the "safe zone?"

26. Do all children have a pre-provided "safe zone" that consists of other children?
27. Have you ever said something to another child that got told to a grownup, and then you got into

trouble for it?

Death, eternity

28. Is death a trouble, or perhaps a precious gift, or just a condition of reality?
29. Would you want to live forever? 

[Use caution here, but note that discussing the following questions does not inevitably lead to children
suffering a terrible onslaught of existential despair. If you are a religious/Christian person you can answer
question 21 by quoting the song "Amazing Grace":

"When we've been there
ten thousand years
bright shining as the sun,
We've no lees days
to sing God's praise
than when we've first begun."

You can this point out that eternity could be pleasant. If you are not a religious person but can truthfully
say something like the following, you can make the same point in non-religious terms:

"Personally,, I know I could blissfully enjoy sitting beside the Niagara Falls, just experiencing it,
for a good 10,000 years."]

30. If we were to wipe out all Troubles, would we then be in a situation of deadly boredom?
31. What would it be like if you became "deadly bored" but could not die because you were immortal?

Would that be like heaven, or eternal bliss, turning into hell, or eternal torment?
32. Do you think you could enjoy certain pleasures forever?

Ethics

1. The version of Pandora we read was by Nathaniel Hawthorne. He said about Pandora that "to be
sure, it was an uncommonly naughty thing for her to do."

Was it really? 
Had she promised anyone? 
Was she under any kind of moral obligation just because Epimetheus said to her "you must be
kind enough not to ask any questions about it?" 
Was she obliged to do as Epimetheus requested, so as to avoid vexing him? 

2. Hawthorne wrote in a time, place, and culture in which children were expected to "behave." This
word was sometimes used as a single-word command, "Behave!" Without any extra explanation or
elaboration.

What might that word "behave" mean, without any extra words or explanations?
Is it easy for you, a child, to understand more or less what "Behave!" means?
Could there be a code of conduct that is so obvious to everyone, that you don't need to explain
it?

3. Has there ever been a time when you were actually, honestly confused about what the rules were? In
other words, you weren't just claiming that the rules were unclear or didn't apply to you so you could
get out of trouble or do whatever it was you wanted to do? A time when you didn't know what would
be the right thing to do?

Did you figure it out?
4. Are we in general obliged to not vex others? 

When? In what circumstances? 
What might be the limits? 



Is it up to others to just deal with their vexation - we owe them no obligation in this?

The Greek word for "pleasure" is hēdonē, spelled in Greek ἡδονή. This word or root gets used in English
words such as hedonism (pursuit of pleasure), anhedonia (inability to feel happiness or pleasure), hedonist
(a person who pursues pleasure). There is also a school of philosophy called hedonism, its members or
disciples are called hedonists. But a philosopher who is called a hedonist might not act like what people
nowadays mean when they call somebody a "hedonist." 

Hedonist ethics state that good and bad consist ultimately in pleasure and pain.

5. Is pursuing pleasure a good way to behave?
6. Can there be such a thing as excessive pursuit of pleasure?

In such cases does pleasure lead to pain? 
Always? Could there be cases where pursuit of pleasure is "excessive" but it does not result in
pain?
What about if we broaden the word "pain" to include unhappiness, discomfort, regret, a guilty
conscience?

7. Hedonism as a philosophy isn't only about pursuit of pleasure but also avoidance of pain. If you eat
too much of something really delicious at the time, but it makes you feel sick later, a hedonist would
say, this is how you learn what is truly good.

Does true happiness then require true knowledge of cause and effect?
What about if you don't know, or haven't figured out yet, or can't discern the cause and the
effect?
What about someone with a mental disability, who cannot ever figure out cause and effect on
their own?
What about if there is a cause and effect but no one has figured it out yet?
What about if something causes you happiness, but others pain? In other words, the negative
effects happen to others, not to you?

8. If a person were a 100% hedonist, could there be or could they have such a thing as a conscience?
9. The words "sympathy" and "empathy" have gotten a little bit confused and mixed-up in recent

decades. Let's consider the ancient Greek words sympatheia, spelled συμπάθεια, and sympathos or
sympathes, spelled συμπάθής/συμπαθής or συμπαθές. This word "sympathy" basically means "feeling
along with," or "feeling the same as" someone else. Whatever they are feeling, you are feeling too.

Could sympathy work instead of or as a replacement for conscience?
What about if you just become unsympathetic?
Is it possible to make a person feel more sympathetic?
Is it possible for you to "harden your heart?"

10. Some hedonists advocate that we should not primarily or first try to pursue pleasure, but instead,
first seek to avoid suffering. We can do this by avoiding things, people, situations that cause suffering.

Does this work? 
Can it ever work?
Can it work always and forever? Perhaps after you "get it" (figure it out and behave) just right?
[Possibly discuss the 100 mosquitoes effect]

11. Hedonists also advocate building our strength, including our strength of character, cultivating the
personal virtue or quality called ataraxia. People often figure that this word means "toughness" and
associate it with stoicism, but really ataraxia means a sort of strong tranquility. If we can learn
ataraxia, we can be free from overly strong, worrisome, or even frantic pursuit of ephemeral pleasure,
also from the constant struggle (which must eventually fail) to avoid ephemeral pain. This is what
people sometimes mean when they speak of having "a philosophical attitude" or "taking things
philosophically."

How possible do you think this is, for everyone?
Would it take a long time? A lot of work?

12. Stoics on the other hand advocate a similar, but different attitude called apatheia, a kind of
indifference to it all. This word comes to us in English as "apathy" or "apathetic," which generally
means "not caring." This is the other thing that people mean when they speak of having "a
philosophical attitude" or "taking things philosophically."



Would apathy be a virtue?
13. Most people nowadays use the word "apathetic" as a criticism. The implication is that you should care,

so that you will then try, and achieve, make things better, correct wrongs in yourself, your
community, your country or nation.

Would this have worked out in all times and places?
What if you were a slave? Would it make sense to be, or become, apathetic?
If you were a slave would you try to teach or train your child to be apathetic, for their own
good?

Hawthorne says "the little people of the earth were so unaccustomed to vexations, in those happy days,
that they knew not how to deal with them. Thus, a small vexation made as much disturbance then, as a far
bigger one would in our own times." This is an example of how you might think or feel that something is
really irritating or bad, but when you find out what worse stuff there is, you adjust your ideas. Or maybe
you just get stronger.

14. Is it true that people grow stronger after we encounter difficulties or Troubles? 
15. Does a small child feel as badly about not getting a lollipop as a grownup does about not getting a

car? 
Judging by their reactions, maybe the child feels even more strongly. Do they?
Does the strength of a person's feeling mean that their sufferings are as great? 
If the child's felt suffering at not getting the lollipop is greater than their parent's felt suffering at
not getting a car, then is the child's Trouble greater than the parent's?

The child would probably argue "yes." How could you counter their argument?

Epistemology, Metaphysics, Ontology

1. Is it really the nature of the world, to have Troubles in it? 
2. Is it in our nature to conquer Troubles; to eliminate them always and forever if possible?

If that is so, does that make us unnatural?
Could it be that this human striving is actually a bad thing? For example keeping us away from
practicing a true spiritual life?

3. Was the world in which Epimetheus and Pandora lived "the real world?" 
What might this mean? 
When people say "the real world" they generally mean, the world complete with its troubles,
challenges, difficulties. Is this true? 
Can a world where problems are all solved be real? 

4. Can a world where problems are all solved be sustainable? Or will more problems inevitably arise? For
example when something breaks or wears out?

5. Imagine a world in which everything is perfect and there are no Troubles. Yet the machinery that
makes all this happen is physical and is bound to break down at some point. Also external conditions
might change, such as clouds or space dust getting in the way of solar power collectors.

Would it make sense to have at least some people trained to believe in and know about
Troubles, and how to confront and work toward solving them?
Most things, to really be good at them, you need to practice. Should the perfect world have
Troubles in it, at least some Troubles, so the trouble-shooting experts can practice solving them?
Like you practice solving math problems?
How is this different from a regular world, like ours, with Troubles in it?
Do you suppose that we are the trouble-shooting crew, or experts-in-training? The ones who
live with Troubles so we become good at solving them?
[Personally I detest the novel "Ender's Game" but some children might have read it and see the
parallel.]

6. Epimetheus and Pandora did experience vexation, and this grew more intense as the story went on.
Did they really live in a world without Troubles?

7. Did they think they did? 
8. Do you suppose they realized how well-off they were?

How could they, if they did not know about all the "real" Troubles that no one had ever seen or
heard of?



9. Suppose that they thought they lived in a world without Troubles, but they did not. 
Is that a good thing? 

10. Consider the expression "Ignorance is bliss." "Ignorance" implies "to ignore" but they were not
ignoring. 

Should they have (ignored)? 
Would that have worked? 
Would it have even be possible or was Pandora's curiosity fated to grow so strong that she
would end up doing what she did?
Could the gods have known this and do you think they did?

It appears that the children and the flowers were, before the box was opened, immortal. So that implies
that Death, or Troubles that when combined and let loose, add up to death or create it, was one of the
things in the box. After it was opened, things began to age, to wilt, and eventually to die. 

11. Was this bad? 
12. Do people want to grow up? 
13. Can growing up be painful?

[Use caution here but this age group will be pubescent or prepubescent, typically well aware of the
changes to their bodies, that are happening or will be happening shortly. Depending on the group and
parents you may mention growing breasts, getting periods, growing hair, joint pain, boys getting laughed at
when their voice "breaks," people viewing adolescent and/or teen boys as threats, people viewing
adolescent females as sex objects. Fairly often children will flatly state that they don't really want these
things to happen to them.]

14. Maybe some people don't want to go through the process of growing up, because they think it is or
will be painful. But, do they want to be grown-ups?

Do you think you will want to have a baby, or children? Children can't do that, you have to be a
grownup. 
Are there other things you have to be a grownup to do, that you want to do?

15. You are a child; so if the world were made up only of grownups you would not exist. Would that be
good?

16. If no grownups died then the world would fill up and there would be no room for children. So no
children could be born, so the world would consist only of grownups, and you could not exist. Nor
could you have babies if you did manage to "be the last one in." Would this be good?

17. Put all this together and it means that to have a good life as most people think of it, you have to
accept death as part of the deal. 

Do you think that is possible?
Have you ever known anyone who died?
Have you ever known or heard of anyone who "died happy?"

18. Fairy tales for small children often end "...and they lived happily ever after." But tales for older
children and grownups often instead say something like "s/he lived to a ripe old age" or "s/he lived a
long, good life that was fulfilling, and died happy." 

How are those two different story lines alike?
Do you think it is OK to have a less scary, less sad story line for small children?

19. Almost nobody is happy when someone they love dies.
How does this go along with the idea that there is a package deal; that to have a chance at a
good life, there has to be death?

20. Some people say that this life is just preparation for an afterlife.
Is there a difference between saying "it's a preparation" and "it's just a preparation?
Sometimes some such people say things like "s/he is gone to a better place," for example if they
think the person who died went to heaven. Why are they still sad?
If you do believe in heaven, and that you have to be good to get into heaven, then that is a
very good reason to behave well, for example, so that you can see and be with your grandfather
who died and went to heaven.

Is this a good way to convince people to behave well?
What if they don't?



In the story The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Miss Watson tries to tell Huck about heaven and hell. He
asks her if Tom Sawyer will be going to "the good place" (heaven) and she says "no." Here is how it goes:

... she went on and told me all about the good place. She said all a body would have to do
there was to go around all day long with a harp and sing, forever and ever. So I didn't think
much of it. But I never said so. I asked her if she reckoned Tom Sawyer would go there, and
she said not by a considerable sight. I was glad about that, because I wanted him and me to be
together. 

21. The effect of Miss Watson's teaching is that Huck decides he does not want to go to Heaven. Do you
think this is what she wanted to accomplish?

22. You can see how Huck would want to go be with his friend. Does that make sense?
23. Would it be right for Miss Watson to "put the fear of hell" into Huck? Huck is 13 years old.
24. Just like some people say that this life is a preparation for the afterlife, others say that it's a

preparation for rebirth or reincarnation, and also that this life is a link in the chain of lives; we have
all lived before, and will live again.

If that is the case then does it make sense to leave people alone to learn their "life lessons?"
If they are here to learn to do better, should you try and help teach them?
If on the other hand they are here as a kind of a test, could helping them be like "helping"
them cheat on a test?

Story & Discussion 4 of 5: Adam & Eve

Summary: Adam & Eve

God creates Adam, the first human and man, and then Eve, to be his companion. They live in paradise.
God tells Adam that he may eat the fruit of all trees except the tree of knowledge, which is forbidden. If he
does eat the fruit of the forbidden tree he will die on that very day.

Eve talks with the serpent who tells her that if she eats the fruit, she will not in fact die, but rather, "her
eyes will be opened" and she will know good and evil, like God. She does eat the fruit, and gives some to
Adam who also eats it. They do not die on that very day; rather their eyes are opened and they realize that
they are naked. God, saying that "the man has become like one of us," (apparently meaning like one of the
gods) "knowing good and evil, and now, lest he put forth his hand and take also of the tree of life, and eat,
and live for ever" sends him (them) forth from the garden of Eden, and kept them away from the tree of
life..

Guidelines for philosophical discussion: Adam & Eve

The theme of a girl's curiosity may be discussed in unit 5, in conjunction with the other three stories which
share this theme.

Though the story is short, even read directly from the bible (we use the Revised Standard Version), it is
much more nuanced and complex than as typically recounted. Generally the conventional message given to
children is that Eve defied God, convinced or tempted Adam also to defy, and therefore was punished,
along with the entire human race for ever and ever. In other words, "she was bad and got punished" with
the clear implication "don't you be bad (for you will get punished)." Some religious people even say that
there is hope for salvation for nearly all humans, if they will accept Christ, but no possibility of this for
Adam and Eve, because they made their choice and rejected God (I heard this from a Jehovah's Witness).

But in the story straight from the bible, it appears that God lied to Adam in saying "for in the day that you
eat of it you shall die." You may note that some translations of the bible omit the part about "in the day of"
or "on that very day," which one might very well suspect is an attempt to make it look like God was not a
liar. But the words that translate as "on that day" are in the original Greek and Hebrew (and if you need or
want to you can look this up fairly easily and point it out word-for-word in the Greek). Also the part about



God saying that the humans had become like "one of us" seems to obviously presume or attest to the
existence of multiple gods. In the days of the very early Hebrews, multiple gods were believed in, though
Judaism nowadays elides this and emphasizes its status as the first monotheistic religion.

A possibly interesting note is that the devil is never mentioned - this story just tells about "the serpent."

In the story of Adam and Eve, a number of questions present themselves. Many of these questions come
from my own experience with children and were spontaneously brought up by children themselves. Non-
religious children quite likely have never read the actual story and I often find that even children from very
religious/devout Christian families, have not read the story word for word. Therefore, they often find
particular details surprising, interesting, and when they are given free rein to think and talk about it, fodder
for vigorous speculation, postulation, and discussion.

You may need to avoid these questions altogether, or you may at least want to carefully check with parents
beforehand. Expect some parents to refuse to let their children participate in reading or discussion of Adam
and Eve; perhaps even sitting out the entire unit, perhaps even dropping their child from the discussion
group entirely. Parents from "both ends of the spectrum." Some parents may be wary of preaching,
dogmatism, and "the intolerances/discrimination/scare tactics that can sometimes accompany religious
doctrine." Other parents, typically devout Christians, see the bible as a special case; not to be discussed in
the standard free-ranging manner in which children think for themselves, forming their own opinions, minds
ranging where they may, challenging, looking for counterexamples, rejecting points of view, coming up with
their own alternative ideas, and so on. This attitude must be respected; generally these parents see this as
core moral instruction which they are unwilling to delegate to others: "I am very selective in whom I allow
to engage in religious and moral instruction of my children." You as discussion leader will need to assess
your own situation, then figure out how to handle it.

If you are going to get into these questions at all, you may explain to the children a standard "disclaimer." 

Children may notice that God physically walks around in the garden; this can inspire a number of questions.
For one, is this the same God, as modern-day Christians and Jews think of God? And/or a different aspect
of God? A physical God with a body, who walks around and talks, is unlike the God as conventionally taught
to Christians, Jews, and Muslims.

You may or may not point out that the earlier Hebrews (or Jews, or Jewish ancestors, or "Hebraic tribes")
were not monotheistic as we think of monotheism. There are very many bible passages that attest to this.
Probably the most famous is the first commandment, from Exodus 20 2-6:

I am Yahweh your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage.
You shall have no other gods before me. You shall not make for yourselves an idol, nor any
image of anything that is in the heavens above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the
water under the earth: you shall not bow yourself down to them, nor serve them, for I, Yahweh
your God, am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers on the children, on the third and
on the fourth generation of those who hate me, and showing loving kindness to thousands of
those who love me and keep my commandments.

Another verse, Exodus 23:13:

Make no mention of the names of other gods, neither let it be heard out of thy mouth.

There are many others; not all from Exodus. 

Some say that the early Hebrews were polytheistic, meaning they worshipped many gods, or perhaps more
accurately, that each Hebraic tribe had its own god; others say that they were henotheistic, which means
recognizing and/or believed in many gods, but not worshiping them; just your own.. This would make
sense since the Hebraic tribes were just some of many diverse tribes that lived in that area in those days,
many of which had their own gods.
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Another clue is that in the Hebrew bible as it exists today, there are many different personal names that
are all translated as "God." These days it is generally maintained that these are all just different names for
the one single God; but it is arguable and plausible, and actually seems likely, given a knowledge of
religious history, that each of these different personal names referred to different gods. Most standard
English bibles elide this by translating YHWH as "God" and El as "The Lord," which allows the presumption
(or doesn't contradict the belief) that both those terms refer to the same god or being. Other Hebrew
names of god or gods include Baal, Adonai, Shaddai, and Hu. These are actual names, not titles (of which
there are very many in the bible); there are also many variants such as Jah, and very many combinations.

Perhaps God, being all-powerful, can present himself in different forms, and did in this case. The question
of whether God is male might be brought up by the children; in the bible it clearly refers to God as male,
which is a quick answer to this question, but this question has been brought up by children in the past;
both spontaneously, and also possibly as a result of discussing other gods, deities, the Virgin Mary, et
cetera, both male and female. A Turkish girl once made the point that in her language and religion (Islam),
God was presented as genderless. She only learned that some people considered God to be male when she
began studying French and saw a page in a textbook referring to "Dieu le Père."

The question most likely to test the limits of parents' willingness to allow free-ranging thought is this: "In
the story, God tells Adam that if they eat the fruit they will die on that day. The serpent tells Eve that this
won't happen, but instead, if she eats it her eyes will be opened.  They do eat it and they don't die that
day but live (according to other Christian sources for hundreds of years) and their eyes were opened, just
like the serpent said. Does this mean that God lied and the serpent told the truth? If this question is
broached, it should not be just left there and the discussion ended or the subject changed at that point,
because that would or could seem like atheist propagandizing. Rather, be sure to consider the rest of the
story, which is actually quite nuanced and gives clear indications of why God did this. Is a counterfactual
statement always a lie? What if you have good intent? Would it ever be OK to tell a lie to a small child?
Parents, siblings, and others do this all the time; especially to shield a child from painful realities that would
hurt them. Perhaps God simply wanted to spare them the burden of this terrible knowledge? Note that God
at this point drives them away from the tree of life so they don't become immortal. Perhaps God knew from
experience (or from foretelling the future) how terrible that knowledge would be, and did not wish Adam
and Eve to be burdened with that knowledge without end. Tolkien writes of a different god granting the gift
of mortality to the human race; and that no one could take away this gift - perhaps this might be worth
bringing in to the discussion.

Warm-up questions: Adam & Eve

Standard questions

1. Who has read all of the story?
2. (If some admit to not having read all of it) How much of the story did you read?
3. Who can summarize the story for us? 
4. Does this story have a moral? If so, what is it? Do you agree with it?

Story questions

1. Have you heard the story before?
Was it different this time, actually reading it?
Sometimes, depending on who is telling it, versions of the story are different. For example when
the story is included in story books for small children. Were the details different this time?

2. In the beginning "the man" has no name and is just called "Man" or "the man." When did the man
first come to be called or named Adam? [Answer: only when he is being punished and sent out of the
garden of Eden.]

3. What did God create "the man" from? [Answer: "of dust from the ground"]
4. What did God create "the woman" from? [Answer: the man's rib, or Adam's rib]
5. How many "special" trees (that is, trees that are specifically and individually described) did God

"make to grow" in the garden, and what were they? [Answer: 2, the tree of life and the tree of the



knowledge of good and evil]
6. What tree did God forbid the man (later called Adam) not to eat from? [Answer: the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil]
7. What did God tell the man would happen if he did? [Answer: "in the day that you eat of it you shall

die."]
8. What did the serpent tell the woman would happen if she ate from that tree? [Answer: "You will not

die.  ... when you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and
evil."]

9. What did happen when the woman and the man did eat the fruit of the forbidden tree?

Questions for philosophical discussion: Adam & Eve

1. In the beginning of the story, God forbids the man (not yet named Adam) to eat of the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil. God further says "for in the day that you eat of it you shall die."

What does it mean, "to eat of?"
Is this statement clear to you?

2. Later the serpent tells the woman (not yet named Eve) that God told her wrong, that when she eats
of it, her eyes will be opened, and she will be like God, knowing good and evil. Which actually
happens.

Does this mean that God lied to Eve? While the serpent told the truth?
Was Eve like a small child, given that she had no knowledge of good or evil?
Is it OK to ever lie to a small child?
Is it OK to hide the fact or extent of evil, from a small child?
Is God, in the story, just doing what all parents do - trying to hide some of the terrible realities
of evil from children?
Would you tell a small child about all the evils in the world that you know about?

What good would come of that? Would it do them any good? 
Wouldn't that make them cry?
Could it harm them?
Should a small child be allowed to grow up in a bubble of happiness and innocence?

3. Is this an example of how it can be OK to tell a lie sometimes?
4. Can you thnk of an example when it could be right to tell a lie? [You may tell the classic example of

an innocent political prisoner, someone you know and you know is innocent, escaped from the Nazis,
running down the street past you and turning left - the Gestapo comes by and asks you where she
went, and you say she turned right]

5. Who can decide whether it is OK to lie, or not? 
Can only God do that?
Police in this country routinely tell lies in order to solve crimes. This is legal and an important
part of police work. Judges and lawmakers know about this and approve. Is this right, OK to
do?

6. Could God tell a person, for example in prayer, that it would be OK to tell a lie?
7. How should you respond if someone tells you to lie about something, because God said it was OK?
8. Some translations of the bible leave out the words "in the day" or "on the very day," so that they end

up saying, for example, "if you eat of it you will die." Yet the Greek words that say that God tells the
man he will die on the very day he eats of the tree, are right there in the original Greek bible for us to
read.

Do you think those bible translators were trying to hide information, just like God did in the
story?
Why do you think they would do this?
Would it be OK?

9. God says that after Adam and Eve ate from the tree and gained the knowledge of good and evil, they
had become like "one of us," at least in that respect. In the days when the first books of the bible
were written, people believed in many gods. For example the early Hebrews who wrote the book,
believed in many gods, but they did not worship the gods of other tribes. 

Do you think that God is using the "royal we" like the Queen of England does?
Do you think that God is talking about a club of gods, of which God is one?



Would the beliefs of the Hebrews who wrote the book make a difference in how they wrote it?
If they believed in multiple gods but people nowadays believe in just one God, should people
nowadays mentally change the text while reading it? Or just ignore those parts?

10. Note that "the devil" is never mentioned - this story is about God, two people, and the serpent.
How does that make the story any different from the way you might have heard it?
You have heard and seen many stories about talking animals, for example in cartoons. Do you
think this can really happen, or could have happened?
Does this seem any different to you, because it is a bible story?
Should it (seem any different)?

11. Adam and Eve "heard the sound of the LORD God walking in the garden in the cool of the day." 
Have you ever heard of God walking around in a garden? 
Does this mean that at that time God had a body, to walk around in a garden with?

12. While God is walking around in the garden, God calls out to the man and says "where are you?" 
Does this mean that God is not all-knowing and all-seeing, at least at that time?

13. God further asks "who told you that you were naked? and "Have you eaten of the tree of which I
commanded you not to eat?"

Do you think God really knew, but was "just asking" the way parents do when they say things
like "did you swipe the cookies" or "did you break the toy" but they already know that you did?
At that point, how did God act and how do you think God felt?

14. Was it fair to punish the serpent like that?
15. Was it fair to punish Adam and Eve like that?
16. At the end, when sending them out of the garden, God makes garments for them. 

Was that a nice thing to do, like your parents clothing you in nice, warm clothing before you go
out into the cold?
How could it be that God is sending Adam and Eve out into a harsh place, but is also being nice
in making clothes for them to wear?

17. Small children do not think that it is bad, or evil, or sinful, or shameful, to go around naked.
Did Adam suddenly "grow up" when he ate of the tree?
People who ahbor nakedness teach that Adam realized that nakedness was evil.

Does the story actually say this?
Could it be that he thought that nakedness was good, now that he knew the difference?
Can a thing be good sometimes and bad other times? 
Could it be just that Adam now realized that it's OK to be naked in the bathtub but not
when you're out walking around?

18. "Naked" can also mean "unprotected." Is the man/Adam just afraid of God now? And realizes he's
defenseless?

19. God tells the woman/Eve that "your desire shall be for your husband, and he shall rule over you."
Many people interpreted this to mean that every woman should want a husband, and that every
husband should rule over his wife.

Is this right?
Do you know any women without husbands?
Do you think that every woman should have a husband?
How long should a woman be able to wait? How old before she has to get married?
Do you think that all husbands should rule over their wives?
Do you know any people who do or don't think the way you do about this?
Could it be that God's instruction to Eve was an instruction to her only, not to every woman
after her that ever lived?
If you can't go by what the bible says that God told the woman/Eve to do, how should you
decide?

People have many different conceptions of God. That means that people have many different ideas about
what God is like. One common conception of God is that God is:

All-knowing.
Immortal - never dies.
All-powerful.



God says that since the man and woman ate of the forbidden tree, so now they have the knowledge of
good and evil, that they are now "like us." But God doesn't say they are "just like us." God makes sure they
can't get to the tree of eternal life, which is why God throws them out of the garden of Eden.

20. If they did eat of the tree of eternal life, would they be 2/3 like God, since they have both knowledge
and immortality?

21. If you are smart, and have access to knowledge, the longer you live, the more you learn. And in fact
with time and effort ans smarts you can create new knowledge, like scientists do. If Adam and Eve
had both knowledge and eternal life, would they be able to become all-knowing like God?

22. People also say that "knowledge is power." If Adam and Eve attained complete knowledge, would
they also become all-powerful, like God?

23. Do you suppose that God threw them out of the garden so that this would not happen? Like God did
not want any rivals or other people or Gods joining the club?

24. Do you think that Adam and Eve might have attained a huge amount, or even learned all there is to
know about, evil, but not gotten all-powerful?

Would you like or want to know all details about all the evils in the whole world?
Would this be painful? Very painful?
What if you could do nothing about the evil, so experienced the pain forever because you were
immortal?
Would that be like eternal sadness, frustration, and punishment?
So was God sparing Adam and Eve eternal torment?

The word "myth" does not mean "false story" like some people use the word. To scholars, a "myth" means
a story that explains something about life, about the world. So they say that the bible creation story,
including this part that we have read about Adam and Eve, is a "creation myth." When they say that they
are not insulting the bible or calling it false. They say this because there are many other creation myths -
that is, stories of how the earth and people came to be, that are not just stories, but explain things, have
morals in them.

One creation myth was written by J.R.R. Tolkien (who by the way was a devout Roman Catholic). In his
creation myth he tells of a god who grants the gift of mortality, that is death, to human beings. Some of
the other gods and other beings, who are themselves immortal, do not really understand what this thing,
death, really is. But they do know that they cannot take away this "gift" from humans, because the top god
granted the gift.

25. Do you think that in the story of Adam and Eve, God was granting Adam and Eve a precious gift?
That is, the gift that their lives would eventually end? That they would die?

26. This kind of discussion of the bible and God is not at all what people usually mean when they talk
about "bible study."

Do you think it is wrong or dangerous to talk about the bible this way, like we talk about other
things in this group?
Children sometimes talk about these things when grownups aren't around, and they come to
their own conclusions and make up their own minds. 
Are children sinning, in doing this?
Does it matter if a grownup is around while this happens?
Are children using their God-given talents, such as their curiosity and intelligence?

27. In this story, the man appears incurious, just like Epimetheus. It is unclear whether God gave the
woman curiosity.

Do you think that she "just had it in her?"
The bible story says that "that the tree was to be desired to make one wise." Remember that
the bible as we read it is a translation, and that translating phrases like this can be very difficult,
and sometime it is impossible to know for sure what the original meaning was. Keeping this
uncertainty in mind, since "the tree was to be desired to make one wise," does that mean that
God created it specially to cause desire for wisdom?
Would that be like making the woman curious?



Story & Discussion 5 of 5: Girl's curiosity

Summary

Refer as needed to the 4 individual summaries above.

Guidelines for philosophical discussion

The main theme, shared by all these stories, is the girl's curiosity, and the punishment thereof. The severity
and duration of the punishment varies but all 4 stories:

deliberately present to the girl a forbidden (and tempting?) knowledge, and
punish her when she inquisitively acquires the knowledge or attempts to do so.

Several "question families" and directions may be explored.

First and most obvious, feminist philosophy. Why is it that it's girls' curiosity that is frowned on, punished? 

Second and related, social and political philosophy. 

Explore patriarchy and if there is time, draw on a bit of history to discuss matriarchies. If you conduct this
unit as suggested here, 4 (weekly) discussions followed by the 5th, and if you are working with
homeschoolers or others who have control over the child's curriculum, you could suggest to them that in
the month leading up to the 5th discussion, they review some history of matriarchal societies, such as the
older ancient Egyptians and some of the American Pueblo Indians. A brief review, just enough to acquaint
the children with the fact and concept that not all societies everywhere have been patriarchal, and a few
implications of that (political power, social influence, inheritance, identity) would be enough.

Whether or not this is done, questions may be explored such as "Is it the case that 'men are stronger,
women are smarter?'" That men knew that if they let women get to the levers of power they'd lose it?
Perhaps cite the fact that in modern-day U.S.A., more women go to college and they do better there; girls
also do better academically, especially in math, in public schools.

What would happen to society if half the people in it, were incurious? Backward modern-day countries
where females are denied educations may be used as examples. Consider also "society" not in the sense of
sociology but in the Victorian sense of socializing, having conversations, relating with others. In fact in
Victorian England women were generally denied a good education; also apparently in ancient Greece. What
would be the effect on your relations with moms, dads, boys, girls, and later on, your husband or wife,
boyfriend or girlfriend, if you could not have an intelligent, meaningful conversation with them? What would
be the effect on this group? A practical role-play experiment may be useful here: have the children identify
"girly" things, then have one group (perhaps the boys, in a silly, fun role reversal) pretend to be "girly girls"
with no intellectual interests, experience, or capability. How would the resulting discussion go?

Thirdly, ethics. Is it fair to "dangle" knowledge before a girl? This also gets in to epistemology - is it really
"dangling?" What "naturally" happens to a person when you say "Open any of the other 12 doors but not
the thirteenth" or "Eat of all the other trees but not this one?" Is that really "natural?" Is setting up these
girls in these situations a moral thing to do? Maybe sometimes, in some of the stories, yes, but other times
no? From whose point of view? Perhaps the answer from Venus' point of view is different than from Cupid's
point of view.

Fourthly, curiosity obviously has to do with virtue. We consider curiosity a positive moral trait in itself; we
speak of a "healthy" curiosity. But these stories portray curiosity as unhealthy, even pathological or morbid
in the sense that they lead to bad outcomes, consequences. What kind of person should a person be?
Could there be situations, for example when you have a job as a spy, in which it is best to not ask
questions unless you have a "need to know?" How is that different from acting stupid? Clearly you need to
trust others in such a situation, to correctly determine what you should know; this gets into misplaced trust



and whether you are responsible if you misplace your trust, either from ignorance or from 

Fifthly, there are epistemic considerations here. Aside from the issue of whether or not curiosity is a positive
personal virtue, what would happen if people were incurious? Is not curiosity key to the advancement and
acquisition of knowledge? Is it possible to steer curiosity? Is this wise, a good thing? Perhaps sometimes
yes, sometimes no? When?

Warm-up questions

Standard questions

1. Who has read all of the stories?
2. (If some admit to not having read all of it) How much of the stories did you read?
3. Who can summarize the stories for us? 
4. These stories may have individual morals. Think of them all together. Is there one single moral that

stands out, or that they all share? If so, what is it? Do you agree with it?

Story questions

[Use the below; also refer to the story questions from the first 4 units; choose and ask some of them as
appropriate.]

1. How many times did Psyche disobey, and "peek" (Answer: twice - once when she lit the lamp and
looked at Cupid, the second time when she opened the box.)

2. How many times did the others peek? (Answer: once each)
3. Do you think that Psyche got off easy compared to the others?

Might this be because she had Cupid, a god, as her ally, trying to help her all the time?
Would this be fair?

4. Does it really seem sometimes like certain people have been "favored by the gods?" Or perhaps
"blessed?"

Questions for philosophical discussion

Feminist philosophy

1. Is it wrong for a person to be curious?
2. Could it ever be wrong for a person to be curious in some situation?
3. What could be wrong with a person being curious? (Expect answers like "you might find out

something dangerous" or "You might learn somebody's secret")
4. Is it wrong for a girl to be curious?
5. Is it wrong for a boy to be curious?
6. Do moms behave differently from dads?
7. Do you think that men always bossed everything and everybody, everywhere in the whole world?
8. Now that both men and women can be and are bosses, do they fight all the time?
9. Do moms behave differently from dads?

10. Do moms think differently from dads?
11. Do moms feel differently than dads do?
12. How about boys and girls? Do boys and girls behave, think, and feel differently?
13. Is girl curiosity different from boy curiosity?
14. If you give the same knowledge to different kinds of people, will the results be the same? What might

happen? 
15. If you are a girl, does it make sense to try to "think like a boy" or from a boy's point of view,

sometimes? And if you are a boy, does it make sense to try to "think like a girl" or from a girl's point
of view, sometimes?

Social and political philosophy



1. Have you heard of the phrase "Knowledge is power" and what do you think it might mean?
2. What are some kinds of power?
3. Is it OK to keep power out of other people's hands? Or can it be OK sometimes? 
4. Older people can still remember when men were pretty much the bosses everywhere and all the time,

except for moms who could boss their children around when they were alone with their children. 
Do you think that everyone was trying to keep girls, women, and ladies from having power?
What could have been some reasons for this?

5. In the U.S.A. today, more women go to university than men, and women get better grades.
Is it the case that men are stronger, women are smarter?
Do you think that men knew that if they let women get hold of power, they would lose power?
Or were afraid of this?

6. "Dumb" really means "can't speak." You can train someone to be dumb, if you can make them shut
up.

What would happen to society if half the people in it, were incurious? Or dumb?
7. Workshops like this one help you learn to think, and to ask good questions and "think smart" and "act

smart." Also, by practicing discussion, you get better at it.
Should this be a "boys-only" workshop?
What would it be like, spending time with friends, if half of them could not be smart or carry on
a good conversation?
What would it be like if you were married to someone who couldn't think very well and acted
kind of dumb?

[Optional exercise: have the children identify "girly" things; either things that were once girly, or
things that are girly now. Divide the group and have half (perhaps the boys, if you can get them
to do it) pretend to be "girly girls" with no intellectual interests, experience, or capability. Then
try running the workshop with some questions, while they are pretending. See how it goes for a
couple of minutes or so and discuss it.]

Ethics, virtue

1. Is it fair to "dangle" knowledge before a girl? 
2. What naturally happens to a person when you say "Open any of the other 12 doors but not the

thirteenth" or "Eat of all the other trees but not this one?" 
3. Is that really "natural?" 
4. Are these girls being tested? Or tempted? Or both?

Is that a right, moral, ethical thing to do?
Could it be right sometimes but not other times?
How did it work out in practice?
Do you think that whether it was right or not, depends on your point of view? For example,
might it have been right to test and tempt Psyche from Venus' point of view, but wrong from
Cupid's?

5. Is curiosity always a good thing?
6. We speak of a "healthy" curiosity. But in these stories curiosity leads to some pretty bad things. So, is

curiosity really healthy in these cases?
7. Should a virtuous person always be curious?

Could there be situations, for example when you have a job as a spy, in which it is best to not
ask questions unless you have a "need to know?" 
How is that different from acting dumb? 

8. If you act dumb, or incurious, does that mean you are trusting others who do have the knowledge
that you are not finding out?

9. Some people are untrustworthy. What if you are wrong in trusting the people who do have the
knowledge? 

10. What if you don't even know who those people are?
11. What if nobody else knows the knowledge?

Epistemology



1. What would happen to the state of knowledge if people were incurious? Is not curiosity key to the
advancement and acquisition of knowledge? 

2. Is it possible to steer curiosity? 
3. Is this "steering" wise, a good thing to do?

Could this "steering" be a wise, good thing to do, sometimes?
How could you know where to steer if you don't know what hasn't been discovered or learned
yet?

4. Would it be OK to command a person "You can only learn things that are already known to us?"
How would that work out?

5. What happens if somebody learns something that is terrible?
6. We parents protect children from bad things. We also protect children from even knowing about bad

things. Is the story of Pandora just a story about growing up?
7. After you are completely grown up, do you think you would want to be protected from knowledge of

bad things?
If you could choose now, for when you are grown up, would you?
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